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Exago 
Exago takes an easy concept of getting four tiles in a row and turns it 

into a great family game. Each player is given 6 tiles of their color 

and players take turns putting them on the board. The goal is to get 4 

in a row without your competitors blocking you The need to strategize 
for great tile placement becomes obvious very quickly as you have to plan 
each move anticipating what your competitors will do. 

Catch Phrase Junior 
The goal is to make your team guess the displayed word or phrase. 

Shout out clues, jump around, or use your hands. Once they guess, 

pass it quick. Don't get caught with the game at the buzz or the other 

team scores. It's frantic fun for juniors ! 

Apples to Apples 
Younger players will delight in the funny comparisons while expanding 
their vocabulary and thinking skills. The game is as easy as comparing 
apples to apples – just open the box, deal the RED APPLE cards to 
each player One card is turned  then players lay a red card to coincide 
with the first green card. The best  played card wins the stack of cards.  

SET 
 The object of  SET is to find sets of three cards by following specific 

grouping rules. Each card has one of three shapes on it . The card can 

have one to three of those shapes on it and the shapes will be one of three 

colors displayed with one of three patterns. Gifted children are usually 

quick to pick out the sets from the twelve visible cards.  

PRICE : 19.99  

ONLINE : WWW .AMAZON .COM 

PRICE : $40.00 

ONLINE : WWW .AMAZON .COM 

   PRICE : 19.99 

ONLINE : WWW .AMAZON .COM 

PRICE : $10.99 

ONLINE : WWW .AMAZON .COM 
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Cranium Cadoo for Kids 
Players enjoy  creative thinking skills while learning team 

building techniques. Each player will interact by 

acting,sculting, and drawing to solve the puzzle. 

Spy Alley Junior 
Players in this game are assigned secret spy identities, which they 

try to protect and which other players try to guess. The goal of the 

game is to complete your mission, which includes collecting 

various items such as a password and a disguise, and then landing 

on your country's embassy. It's a game the whole family can play 

and enjoy  

Cogno The Alien Adventure Game 
Cogno alien adventure game combines outer space fantasy 

with engaging and real science.  Cogno!Game includes 8 

alien game pieces 2 captivating game boards "Chaos card" 

science questions strategy space gear & Cogno s "book of 

Y” For ages 7 to adult  

PRICE : 19.97 

ONLINE : WWW .AMAZON .COM 

PRICE : $21 .00 

ONLINE : WWW .AMAZON .COM 

PRICE : $22.79 

ONLINE : WWW .PRICEGRABBER .COM 

PRICE : $17.95 

ONLINE : WWW .AMAZON .COM 

Qwirkle 
The strategy of this game is to match colors and shapes on tiles to 
gain points. Players do not have to be able to read. Victory is 
obtained by plotting a scheme to win. Two to four players from six 



  

  

  


